
Development of Audio Denoising

Abstract
An audio denoising plug-in for the very widely used 

audio processor, Audacity, was developed and tested 

on many noisy musical recordings. Our new method 

outperforms Audacity's own built-in denoiser.  We 

then worked on adapting our denoising method to 

produce a real-time audio denoiser for an embedded 

hardware device.

Objective
We wanted to determine if a high performance 

denoising algorithm could be implemented as a real 

time, in stream  signal processor on an embedded 

device. Applied applications could include such 

roles as a cell phone “fuzz remover” or a high speed 

data acquisition signal conditioner.

Conclusion
An optimized digital signal processing algorithm 

designed for denoising audio can be implemented 

efficiently and in real time on low powered 

embedded processors. 
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Method
Discrete units (blocks) of magnitude over time are 

acquired at high speed in the time domain. Utilizing 

a windowed short time Fourier Transform, the 

acquired block is decomposed into its constituent 

frequency components. Noise shows up as small 

magnitude values spread across the entire 

frequency spectrum, indicated as light blue. 

Legitimate frequency content shows up as higher 

magnitude values, indicated as red or orange. The 

noise values are thresholded out  leaving only the 

desired frequency content. The block is then inverse 

transformed back to the time domain, noise and fuzz 

free. Block after block, the process repeats itself.

Results
The denoising algorithm performed well enough, 

computationally & qualitativly, as a DSP plug-in 

within Audacity on numerous recordings to warrant 

further development of a real time in stream

implementation. 

The real time implementation was targeted at the 

PowerPC based MPC555 single board computer 

development system. Custom analog interface 

circuitry was developed to carry speech quality 

audio into and out of this single board computer.

Test Case
The following two figures are spectrograms that 

represent a noisy sixty second clip of Beethoven's 

“Moonlight Sonata” before and after denoising. 

Frequency content is indicated along the vertical axis, 

time is indicated along the horizontal axis, and 

magnitude is indicated by color. Bright orange and red 

are among the highest magnitudes.
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Figure 1. Noisy Spectrum

Figure 2. Noise Free Spectrum

http://www.befriend.com.tw/news/CME0555.htm

Audio Samples
Noisy and noise free audio samples may be downloaded 

for comparison from the following URL:

www.uwec.edu/walkerjs/mbsgc/MoonlightSonata.htm
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